
 
 

 

Ruffwear Announces Spring/Summer 2015 Product Additions, Updates 

[Bend, OR] - Ruffwear, the leading producer of high performance dog gear, is expanding 
its line of outdoor and travel inspired dog products for the Spring/Summer 2015 season. 
Retailers and customers will see new travel pieces added to the line along with color 
updates in some of Ruffwear’s most popular collars and leashes, along with the bowl 
that started it all, the Quencher. Celebrating its 20th anniversary in 2014, Ruffwear’s 
flagship product will see an update in colors while offering the same quality and 
functionality that has propelled the brand over the past twenty years.  
 
NEW PRODUCTS 
 
With more and more dogs happily accompanying their human companions to places like 
the office or weekend getaways, Ruffwear is focusing its new product additions in travel. 
An FMVSS rated car harness, durable and versatile seat cover and organized travel bag 
will round out Ruffwear’s travel line for Spring/Summer 2015. 
 
Load Up Harness™ ($79.95) 
A vehicle restraint travel harness designed to safely transport dogs to and from 
adventures. Built with strength-rated hardware and components, the Load Up Harness™ 
meets or exceeds Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards for vehicle crash test. Easy to 
fit and attaches to existing seat belts for a universal fit.  
 
The Dirt Bag Seat Cover™ ($79.95) 
Durable, waterproof cover shields vehicle seats from remnants of dog adventures. 
Convertible design can be installed in traditional or hammock configuration while 
maintaining access to seat belts. Secure attachments keep cover in place and non-slip 
fabric keeps dogs stable during the ride. Easy to install, machine washable, fits most 
passenger vehicles. 
 
Haul Bag™ ($79.95) 
Keep dog gear organized and accessible for dogs on the go. Whether car camping, road 
tripping, or visiting friends, the Haul Bag™ efficiently stores food, bowls, leashes, toys, 
and pick up bags. The wide-opening gatemouth bag has interior and exterior zippered 
and mesh pockets and ID sleeve. 
 
PRODUCT UPDATES 
 
Quencher™ and Quencher Cinch™ Top Bowls 
Quencher™ is the original packable dog bowl. Designed to provide dogs with food and 
water while on the go, this collapsible fabric bowl easily fits in a pocket or backpack. 
Quencher Cinch Top™ is a twist on the original. Minimize and simplify by storing and 
feeding from this multi-use fabric bowl. The integrated drawstring closure keeps kibble 
contained en route and accessible at mealtime. Great for hungry dogs on the trail, at 
base camp, or on the go. Both are available in multiple sizes to match your adventure. 
New colors: Forest Green, Pacific Blue, Purple Dusk. 
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Just-A-Cinch™ Leash ($29.95) 
Just-A-Cinch™ is a rugged, climbing-inspired, utilitarian leash/collar combination. The 
collar is created by slipping the end loop over the dog's head and uses Ruffwear’s 
silicone stopper to keep the collar in place. This creates a trustworthy, integrated 
correction leash, eliminating the need to clip into a separate collar. Great for dogs who 
pull and for spontaneous walks, training sessions, and road trips. New colors: Blue 
Spring, Purple Dusk, Obsidian Black, Red Currant. 
 
Knot-A-Collar™ ($22.95) 
Knot-a-Collar™ is a unique approach to dog collars. The low-profile design provides a 
clean and elegant climbing-inspired solution for an everyday collar. The all-metal 
hardware keeps dogs secure. Reflective rope keeps dogs visible in low-light conditions. 
Round profile settles comfortably in short or long fur and reduces matting. New colors: 
Blue Spring, Purple Dusk, Obsidian Black, Red Currant. 
 
Knot-A-Leash™ ($34.95) 
Knot-a-Leash™ is a rugged, climbing-inspired leash. Our classic design uses strong, 
supple kernmantle rope and a secure locking carabiner. Available in two rope/carabiner 
sizes: the standard 11 mm Large size or the packable 7 mm small size. New colors: Blue 
Spring, Purple Dusk, Obsidian Black, Red Currant.  
 
Knot-A-Long™ ($29.95) 
Knot-a-Long™ is a rugged, climbing-inspired leash in a 30-inch (0.76 m) length. This 
short lead uses strong, supple kernmantle rope and a secure locking carabiner just like 
our longer Knot-a-Leash. The short length works great for keeping dogs close and is an 
ideal length to use with our Double Track Coupler. 
 
All of Ruffwear’s updated products will feature fresh colors and patterns with bright pops 
of color, reflective trims and the same well-designed, durable, high-quality design that 
Ruffwear has become known for. Spring/Summer 2015 products will be available to 
retailers Feb. 1, 2015. Ruffwear will be at booth 20099 at Super Zoo. To book an 
appointment, please contact Greg Freyberg, Greg@ruffwear.com.  
 
With the mission to build performance product to enhance and inspire outdoor 
adventures for dogs and their human companions, Ruffwear Performance Dog Gear™ 
combines technology, quality, fit, function, and safety to meet the needs of active and 
adventurous canines and their humans. 
 
Ruffwear is committed to preserving open lands and waterways, providing important 
habitat for wildlife and recreational opportunities for humans and canines. Through 
partnerships with The Conservation Alliance and regional grassroots organizations, 
Ruffwear is able to give back and create opportunities to strengthen the bond between 
humans and their dogs. 
 
Based in Bend, Oregon, Ruffwear sells their products through specialty pet and outdoor 
retailers as well as at www.ruffwear.com. 


